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HAWA
AII'S UNEM
MPLOYMEN
NT RATE A
AT
4.5
4 PERCEN
NT IN DEC
CEMBER
Leisu
ure & Hospitality Leads
s All Sectorrs by Adding 4,700 Job
bs
ULU — The Hawaii State
e Department of Labor & Industrial R
Relations today announced
HONOLU
that the seasonally
s
adjusted
a
une
employment rate for Deccember was 4.5 percent,, up slightly from
4.4 perce
ent in Novem
mber. Statew
wide, employ
yment increa
ased by 3,40
00 to 625,80
00 and the to
otal
seasonally adjusted labor force grew
g
by 4,20
00 to 655,55
50 in December. Unemp
ployed declin
ned
o
the yearr. Nationally,, the season
nally adjusted unemployment rate was
by 3,850 to 29,750 over
ent in Decem
mber, down from
f
7.0 perrcent in Nove
ember.
6.7 perce

ed by 11 or 0.6% while weeks
w
claim
med decrease
ed by 549 or -4.7% for
Initial claims increase
unemployment benefits compare
ed to one year ago. Ove
er the month,, while initiall claims gain
ned
8.7%, we
eeks claimed
d fell by 0.6%
% from Nove
ember 2013..
The unem
mployment rate
r
figures for
f the State
e of Hawaii a
and the U.S. in this relea
ase are
seasonally adjusted, in accordan
nce with the U.S. Bureau
u of Labor S
Statistics (BL
LS) methodo
ology.
The not seasonally
s
adjusted
a
rate
e for the Statte was 4.2 p
percent in De
ecember dow
wn from 4.6
percent in Novemberr.
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Industry
y Payroll Em
mployment (Establishm
(
ment Survey
y)
In a sepa
arate measure of employ
yment, total seasonally a
adjusted non
ased
nagricultural jobs increa
by 3,300 in Decembe
er over Nove
ember. Among major priivate industrry sectors, jo
ob gains werre
+900), Construction (+40
00), Leisure & Hospitalitty (+200), an
nd
experienced in Otherr Services (+
0). Employment in Financial Activitie
es remained stable. Hirin
ng at the
Manufacturing (+100
ation somew
what inconsis
stent with pa
ast seasonall trends wass largely
Department of Educa
ernment increasing by 2,,900.
responsible for Gove
urred in Trad
de, Transporrtation, & Uti lities (-300), Professiona
al & Businesss
Job contraction occu
S
(-60
00). The deccline in Educcational and
Services (-300), and Educational & Health Services
ectors, with lower employyment in
Health Services was evenly splitt between the two subse
ory health ca
are the prima
ary reason fo
or the drop i n Health Se
ervices.
ambulato
arison with December
D
20
012, Leisure
e & Hospitalitty has added the most jo
obs (+4,700
0)
In compa
while Oth
her Services
s has expand
ded by the la
argest perce
entage (+8.1 percent).
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Technical Notes
Seasonal Adjustment
The seasonal fluctuations in the number of employed and unemployed persons reflect hiring
(and layoffs) patterns that accompany regular events such as the winter holiday season and the
summer vacation season. These variations make it difficult to tell whether month-to-month
changes in employment and unemployment are due to normal seasonal patterns or to changing
economic conditions. To deal with such problems, a statistical technique called seasonal
adjustment is used. This technique uses the past history of the series to identify the seasonal
movements and to calculate the size and direction of these movements. A seasonal
adjustment factor is then developed and applied to the estimates to eliminate the effects of
regular seasonal fluctuations on the data. When a statistical series has been seasonally
adjusted, data for any month can be more meaningfully compared with data from any other
month or with an annual average.
Current Population (Household) Survey (CPS)
The labor force statistics are derived from a survey based on the week including the 12th of
each month of Hawai`i residents with a sample size of about 1,000 households. A series of
questions are asked to assess whether a person is currently part of the labor force, and if so,
what is their current employment status. Employed persons consist of: 1) all persons who did
any work for pay or profit during the survey reference week, 2) all persons who did at least 15
hours of unpaid work in a family-owned enterprise operated by someone in their household, and
3)all persons who were temporarily absent from their regular jobs, whether they were paid or
not. Persons are classified as unemployed if they do not have a job, have actively looked for
work in the prior four weeks, and are currently available for work. Workers expecting to be
recalled from layoff are counted as unemployed, whether or not they have engaged in a specific
job seeking activity. Persons not in the labor force are those who are not classified as employed
or unemployed during the survey reference week.
Benchmark Changes to Local Area Unemployment Statistics Data
The 2012 and 2011 labor force estimates have been revised to incorporate updated inputs,
updated population controls, re-estimation of models, and adjustment to new division and
national control totals. The updated population controls reflect the annual updating of population
estimates by the U.S. Census Bureau.
Change to Monthly Employment Estimates
This release incorporates revised job count figures from 1990 through 2012 for the seasonally
adjusted series. The reconstructed data reflects data from historical corrections applied to
unadjusted supersector or sector level series. For years, monthly employment estimates for
Hawaii and our metropolitan areas have been developed by analysts with the State Department
of Labor and Industrial Realtions - Research and Statistics Office. These estimates were based
on a monthly survey of Hawai‘i businesses and analysts' knowledge about our local economies.
Beginning with the production of preliminary estimates for March 2011, responsibility for the
production of State and metropolitan area (MSA) estimates was transitioned from individual
state agencies to the U.S Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).
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For Hawaii, this means the transition of statewide and Honolulu MSA areas. State agencies will
continue to provide the BLS with information on local events that may impact the estimates,
such as strikes or large layoffs/hiring at businesses not covered by the survey and to
disseminate and analyze the CES estimates for local data users. BLS feels this change is
designed to improve the cost efficiency of the CES program and to reduce the potential bias in
state and area estimates. A portion of the cost savings generated by this change is slated to be
directed towards raising survey response rates in future years, which will decrease the level of
statistical error in the CES estimates. Until then, state analysts feel this change could result in
increased month-to-month variability for the industry employment numbers particularly for
Hawaii's counties and islands.
Seasonally Adjusted Labor Force and Unemployment Estimates for Honolulu
Effective with the release of metropolitan area data for May 2011, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
is publishing smoothed seasonally adjusted civilian labor force and unemployment estimates for
all metropolitan areas. This includes estimates for Honolulu County. The data will be available
on the day of each Metropolitan Area Employment and Unemployment news release. The
schedule is available at http://www.bls.gov/lau/lausched.htm.
Alternative Measures of Labor Underutilization
Alternative Measures of Labor Underutilization for States, Fourth Quarter of 2012 through Third
Quarter of 2013 Averages.

Alternative measures of labor underutilization for US and Hawaii,
Fourth Quarter of 2012 through Third Quarter of 2013 Averages
(percent)

Measure
State

U-1

U-2

U-3

U-4

U-5

U-6

United States

4.1

4.0

7.6

8.1

9.0

14.1

Hawaii

2.5

2.1

4.8

5.4

6.4

11.3

The six alternative labor underutilization state measures based on the Current Population
Survey (CPS) and compiled on a 4-quarter moving average basis defined:
U-1, persons unemployed 15 weeks or longer, as a percent of the civilian labor force;
U-2, job losers and persons who completed temporary jobs, as a percent of the civilian labor
force;
U-3, total unemployed, as a percent of the civilian labor force (this is the definition used for the
official unemployment rate);
U-4, total unemployed plus discouraged workers, as a percent of the civilian labor force plus
discouraged workers;
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U-5, total unemployed, plus discouraged workers, plus all other marginally attached workers*,
as a percent of the civilian labor force plus all marginally attached workers; and
U-6, total unemployed, plus all marginally attached workers, plus total employed part time for
economic reasons, as a percent of the civilian labor force plus all marginally attached workers.
* Individuals who want, and are available for work, and who have looked for a job sometime
in the prior 12 months (or since the end of their last job if they held one within the past 12
months), but were not counted as unemployed because they had not searched for work in
the four weeks preceding the survey, for such reasons as child care or transportation
problems, for example. Discouraged workers are a subset of the marginally attached.
Note that, the state unemployment rates (U-3) that are shown are derived directly from the CPS.
As a result, these U-3 measures may differ from the official state unemployment rates for the
latest 4-quarter period. The latter are estimates developed from statistical models that
incorporate CPS estimates, as well as input data from other sources, such as state
unemployment claims data.
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